
Custom made forniture
Made in Portugal, delivered to all around Europe



 “The details are not the details.
They make the design.”

Charles Eames
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About us
Located in the district of Porto, in Portugal, Trend 
Design Diffusion is dedicated to the manufacture of 
upholstered furniture, such as chairs, sofas, decorative 
cushions, headboards for beds and any other kind of 
upholstery.

We work with custom furniture and we also have our 
own product line – chairs and sofas designs that have 
earned the trust and approval of our customers. Thus, 
we seek to meet the demand of all our customers: be it 
exclusivity or practicality.

Design and production
We strive to democratize quality furniture, combining the industrial 
vector with meticulous craftsmanship. Thus, we offer unique and 
amazing pieces, even in the simplest of designs.

The manufacture of our furniture requires sensitivity, mastery in 
technique and high standard materials. Our collaborators are a key 
piece: designers and architects commit to precise and ergonomic 
designs that will fit perfectly in your space, while seamstresses and 
upholsterers perform every detail with the utmost attention and 
expertise. 
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Bagatelle Dubai.

Giacomo - by Big Mama.



Custom made process
We take care of all stages of the manufacture of your 
furniture: creation, modeling, assembly, upholstery and 
finishing. In this way, we ensure that each piece leaves 
our factory with the quality standard we crave.

Project analysis:Project analysis:
We determine the measurements and angles of your 
sapce and assist you in the choice of materials and 
finishings.

Design proposal:Design proposal:
Our designers offer unique solutions for each demand, 
combining the guidelines of your project with the 
expertise of our work.  

Project validation: Project validation: 
Every decision is made in such a way that your needs 
are met and we work to find the best solution to your 
demand.  

Production:Production:
The manufacture is entirely manual: the projects come 
to life thanks to our artisans. All assembly is done in our 
factory, from the cutting of the fabric to the end of the 
upholstery process. 

Delivery:Delivery:
We pack each piece meticulously, so that orders 
are delivered safely. In this way, our products leave 
Portugal and reach the address of our customers, to all 
around Europe. 
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Chacha la Plage.

Da Ora.



Chairs, bar stools and poufs
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Lille

A simple design, an amazing product.A simple design, an amazing product.  
A model that aims at practicality, has a stripped 
design that goes well with different combinations of 
colors and prints, and fits with harmony in any room. 

17

Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.



Zurich

Elegance never goes out of style. Elegance never goes out of style. 
This classic design represents the concepts of 
elegance and comfort and is the ideal model to 
equip a sophisticated dining room. 

18

Robust, heavy and highly durable model.



The hotel Le Suquet chose the model Zurich to compose its 
rooms and restaurant. 

The chairs were customized with the chosen colours: beige 
and blue color all the hotel space in the mediterranean 
style. 



Bruxelles

Simple, refined and timeless.Simple, refined and timeless.
A sturdy chair with soft lines, which finds harmony 
through the equibrium. A piece that make any dining 
room dynamic and elegant.  

23

Robust, heavy and highly durable model.



York

Versatility that inspires. Versatility that inspires. 
With smooth lines and a simple design, this model 
resulted into a lightweitgh and classical chair, that 
ensures a harmonic look into any room.  
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Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.



Amsterdam

It stands out in any room. It stands out in any room. 
With an appealing design, this model has 
segregated parts and it’s an invitation to 
customization. Its organic form gives more dynamism 
to any project. 
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Versatile model: it allows full or hollow backrest.



Frankfurt

Modernity and tranquility together. Modernity and tranquility together. 
A model that evidences your personality; it 
has two backrests and is ideal for adapting to 
customizations. 

28

Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.



Modern and meticulous design. Modern and meticulous design. 
With double backrest, it invites the combination of With double backrest, it invites the combination of 
different fabrics. The detail in the feet is an extra different fabrics. The detail in the feet is an extra 
element, which brings an unexpected detail.  element, which brings an unexpected detail.  

Lyon .
Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.
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München

Simplicity and modernity. Simplicity and modernity. 
A model that contrasts curved and straight lines, A model that contrasts curved and straight lines, 
results in an eclectic look. results in an eclectic look. 

Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.
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Toulouse

The perfect balance between style and comfort. The perfect balance between style and comfort. 
In addition to the ergonomic attributes, this model 
also brings a touch of sophistication to any space. 
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Robust, heavy and highly durable model.



Nice

When style and comfort meet.When style and comfort meet.
With smooth lines, this model has a stripped 
character and adapts very well to different types of 
projects. 
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Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.



Ibiza   

Comfort and sophistication go together. Comfort and sophistication go together. 
An unique model with a lot of personality to 
make simple rooms look a little more daring. The 
contrasting lines of this chair are its greatest 
highlight. 
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Robust, heavy and highly durable model.



Madrid

Distinctive design. Distinctive design. 
A striking model, highlighted by straight lines that A striking model, highlighted by straight lines that 
affirm its contemporary character.affirm its contemporary character.

Robust, heavy and highly durable model.
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Lisboa

Compose the decor has never been so comfortable. Compose the decor has never been so comfortable. 
A model that combines comfort seating with a 
modern, versatile and stripped  look.
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Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.



Cascais

A new definition of relaxation. A new definition of relaxation. 
The priority of this model is to ensure the comfort of 
the user, and its harmonic lines and shapes inspires 
its use in the most diverse projects and rooms. 
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Versatile model: it allows full or hollow backrest.



Marseille

Sophisticated, elegant and unique. Sophisticated, elegant and unique. 
A sophisticated design marks the essence of this 
model, which is a “must“ for modern environments.

47

Versatile model: it allows full or hollow backrest.



The Ovelia space has opted for the chair Marseille for 
its restaurant. 

The opening in the backrest offers visual lightness, which 
corresponds to the color chosen for the coating and the 
structure - a model fully customized to the customer’s 
needs. 



Braga

Modern, dynamic and singular. Modern, dynamic and singular. 
With a striking personality, this design brings with it 
references of vigor and energy.
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Robust, heavy and highly durable model.



Berlin

Elegant and surprising. Elegant and surprising. 
With a simple and dynamic design, this chair is the With a simple and dynamic design, this chair is the 
ideal option to highlight your project. ideal option to highlight your project. 

Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.
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Gaia

Elegance and sophistication. Elegance and sophistication. 
A chair with strong visual appeal, marked by refined A chair with strong visual appeal, marked by refined 
strokes.strokes.

Robust, heavy and highly durable model.
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Luxemburg

Synonymous with comfort and irreverence. Synonymous with comfort and irreverence. 
An imposing model that translates the intention of 
comfort, convenience and rest. 
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Robust, heavy and highly durable model.



Paris

A classic and timeless model. A classic and timeless model. 
The capitone is the great highlight of this chair, The capitone is the great highlight of this chair, 
which values elegance and timelessness.which values elegance and timelessness.

Robust, heavy and highly durable model.
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Málaga

Modern and inviting design. Modern and inviting design. 
A minimalist model, which values a clean look. 

Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.
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Convenience and serenity in one single product. Convenience and serenity in one single product. 
A simple and classic design, which gives refinement 
without leaving comfort behind.  

Bern .

62

Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.



Practicality combined with comfort.   Practicality combined with comfort.   
Insipirada by the Bern chair, this stool confers 
refinement without disregarding comfort. 

Bern stool
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Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.



Manchester

Contemporary and versatile model.Contemporary and versatile model.
Practicality and refinement are the keywords of this 
bar stool.

Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.
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Verona

A touch of charm. A touch of charm. 
No matter what your project is, this model adds 
charm and style to it. 
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Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.



Dijon

It doesn’t skimp on details.It doesn’t skimp on details.
A model that stands out in any space.

Lightweight, eclectic and extremely practical model.
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Loulé

Sophistication can be simple.Sophistication can be simple.
A design that values simplicity, with smooth curved 
lines, creates an extremely elegant product. 
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Robust, heavy and highly durable model.



Kinugawa.

Club la Vigie.



Custom made sofas 
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CapitoneCapitone
More sophisticated finish that values appealing 
design.

Butone Butone 
Eclectic design, simpler than the capitonê and more 
sophisticated than the plain.

Upholstery

Choose the type of finish that best suits your upholstery. Choose the type of finish that best suits your upholstery. 
Keep in mind that the most comfortable seat is usually 
with plain finish. The backrest, however, can be 
changed as best to serve its purpose. 

PlainPlain
Simple, versatile and accurate design: the right bet 
for any project.

Vertical channels Vertical channels 
It offers comfort and ensures a more defined visual 
appearance. 

78

All models are available for customizing fabrics and dimensions.



Open footerOpen footer
Conventional design; provides more stability and 
security.

Box styleBox style
It follows the shape of your sofa and eases the 
cleaning of the room.

Feet

Choose the ideal foot shape to make up your seat.Choose the ideal foot shape to make up your seat.
The feet can be of wood or metal. When in wood, they 
allow greater customization in shape and colors; when 
in metal, ensures the characteristic visual appearance. 

Wooden feetWooden feet
The most practical option; allows varied and 
customizable application.

Metal feetMetal feet
It ensures a more modern and robust look for your 
sofa. 
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All models are available for customizing fabrics and dimensions.



Mama Shelter Dijon. Ovelia Résidence Senior.



Samples
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Wood

The colors presented here are an estimated approximations, in matte finish. It is necessary to emphasize 
that the wood is irregular, organic and suffers differences from one piece to another; in addition to the 
painting, that is handmade.

Other colors and finishes can be applied, especially in lacquer, with values varying according to this 

material.

Natural Faia Natural Freixo Black

Cor 01 Cor 02 Cor 03

Cor 04 Cor 05 Cor 06

Cor 07 Cor 08 Cor 09

Samples to direct your choice. Samples to direct your choice. 
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Fabric napa

Colour catalog provided by our partners. Other colours and textures are available on their website - 
send us your sample if you want to work with another supplier. 

For exclusive designs, we can receive in our factory the fabric chosen and sent by the customer, 

according to the demand. 

Nube 100 Natural 102 Hueso 104 Arena 107 Dune 155

Camel 118 Piedra 198 Moka 120 Brown 123Marfil 171

Metal 172 Gris 175 Fosco 190

Sol 110

Rubi 129 Granate 125

Violeta 126 Oliva 145 Caqui 192 Marino 169

Samples Alonso Mercader, Napa Pro Samples Alonso Mercader, Napa Pro professional lineprofessional line..
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Fabric suede

Colour catalog provided by our partners. Other colours and textures are available on their website - 
send us your sample if you want to work with another supplier. 

For exclusive designs, we can receive in our factory the fabric chosen and sent by the customer, 
according to the demand. 

Ocre 125 Naranja 127 Terracota Rubi 96 Lila 422

Malva 156 Caqui 700 Oliva Marino 408 Zafiro 912

Almond 84 Arcilla 409 Metal 470 Piedra 72 Negro 901

Blanco 500 Crema 150 Canela 67 Capuccino 51 cafe 150

Samples Alonso Mercader, Sueder Eco Samples Alonso Mercader, Sueder Eco professional lineprofessional line..
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Fabric velvet

Colour catalog provided by our partners. Other colours and textures are available on their website - 
send us your sample if you want to work with another supplier. 

For exclusive designs, we can receive in our factory the fabric chosen and sent by the customer, 

according to the demand. 

10 34 11 37 38

25 27 28 33 32

19 07 23 35 30

01 03 24 18 16

Samples Rioma, Velvet Plus line. Samples Rioma, Velvet Plus line. 
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Fervor.

Mama Shelter Paris East.



Custom made projects
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Bagatelle World
With exclusive designs, the Bagatelle group creates 
sophisticated restaurants around the world.

Chairs and bar stools signed by Sam Baron come to 
life in our factory and make up the brand’s spaces. 
Along with the personalized furniture, there are also 
sun loungers and sofas, aiming for the comfort of 
customers.
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Bagatelle World
In our factory, we produced furniture for the Bagatelle 
restaurant on the Caribbean island of St. Barth, for 
the French unit in St. Tropez and also for the space in 
Dubai - each with its own specificities.



Marea restaurant
Sofas, chairs and decorative pillows in shades of blue 
and white brought the Mediterranean sea into this 
space.

Our Lyon and Marseille models bring the restaurant to 
life, but the highlight are the completely custom-made 
sofas. Waterproof materials allow the furniture to be 
used outdoors, extending its useful life on the terrace of 
the Canopy hotel in Cannes.
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Indie Mountain restaurant
An exclusive project, with two models developed for 
the Indie Mountain restaurant.

The chairs were manufactured according to the project 
sent to our designers, who compromised themselves to 

choose the best materials for the best result. 
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  Mawi restaurant
The biggest highlight of Mawi restaurant is its curved 
sofas, a challenge that we face with enthusiasm and 
pride for the result.

In addition, our Marseille chair was also part of the 
space, as well as a second exclusive model, made 
according to the design of the restaurant. 
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Zoa bistrot
In addition to the custom-made sofas, the Zoa bistrot 
also chose our Lille and Braga models to make up its 
space. 

The chairs were customized with the colors of the 
restaurant and with a fabric of exclusive print of the 

brand. 
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Residentials

107



 Living rooms
A complete selection of furniture for any living room. 

Sofas, chairs and cushions that aim not only comfort, 
but also translate the identity of our clients in every 

room of their homes.
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Dining rooms
A project that seeks originality requires custom 
manufacturing. 

Chairs or armchairs, with foams of different thicknesses 
and coating on any type of fabric: find the ideal piece 

for your dining room.
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  Bars
Featured on the residential countertops, stools or bar 
benches can also be customized. 

In addition to being practical and modern, this type of 
furniture becomes even more versatile when they are 
custom made.
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Rooms
Comfort begins with the upholstery.

Optimize the space and make rooms more welcoming 
with beds, chairs, armchairs, and footstoods - all 

custom made. 
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Your project
With Trend Design Diffusion, your project becomes true. 
From the color palette to the finishing, we manufacture 
your upholstered furniture tailored to your design. 

116

We are present in hotels, restaurants and various spaces, performing 
projects from the simplest to the most complex.

Our team of designers and architects ensures that your furniture 
is feasible, without disregarding user comfort and environmental 
specificity. Our team of artisans, on the other hand, take care that 
every detail is done with care, resulting in a perfect finish.
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Contact us and schedule a meeting to discuss the execution 
of your exclusive upholstery. 

 
+351 22 764 1219

Rua das Indústrias e Comércio, 59, Grijó - Porto
www.trenddesigndiffusion.com
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